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Nick Ward's eerie dream the previous evening which included a footprint in his yard was just that - a

dream. However, the real footprint that he found on his patio the next day is where "The One" ends

and "The Elusive Footprint" begins. Nick and Brent enjoy an even closer and loving relationship

when Brent moves in and they enjoy spirited times with their circle of friends. However, Nick's

tranquil world is soon upended by silent - then menacing - calls and the footprint becomes linked as

a series of mystifying events propels Nickâ€™s tranquil life into a nightmare of harassment. Nick

confides in his close friends and the police, desperate to find out who is inching dangerously close.

Wintersâ€™ spellbinding sequel masterfully draws lovers of gay romance and mysteries into a

sensual and absorbing story with richly painted characters and jaw-dropping plot twists with his

scintillating new work.
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The book is somehow compelling but the author has no ear for dialogue.... it's weird how you keep

reading it in spite ofit all.

It is great to have a sequel to Nick Ward's adventures that really starts where the previous book,

"The One" ended. Kevin Winters wrote another page turner and keeps the mystery going with full of

intriguing characters and adventures. Some of the characters you can relate to them and some you

wish you could know them. The author makes you care about these characters in a way that I can

not explain, you will just have to read the book to understand. I do not want to give to much away



because giving a little would give away too much.Keep up the great work Kevin and thank you for

the great read.

I just got done reading Ã¢Â€ÂœThe Elusive Footprint Ã¢Â€Âœand it was just as good as the first

one. I donÃ¢Â€Â™t want to give anything away but I will say that the characters were more

developed in this one. The author Kevin Winters is very good at getting you to visualize the story

and actually take you on the journey with all the characters in here. O think Kevin Winters has a lot

more stories in him just waiting to come out and I look forward to reading all of them. I am a very

happy customer for getting this book. Great job Kevin!

Again, I Loved it! Loved it! Loved it! This author was new to me with his first book Ã¢Â€ÂœTHE

ONEÃ¢Â€Â• and I thought his writing was great! I hoped for a sequel, and the author has really

delivered so now IÃ¢Â€Â™m hooked on his work! In my opinion, the surprising plot twists and warm

ending make it a must read. I definitely recommend it! Congrats Kevin! I hope another book is

coming soon!

This book is the best one yet. It keep s the reader intrigued until the last page
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